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 Addition Practice 
Regrouping 

Main Idea: Addition problems are usually quick and well within your ability. However, students sometimes 
make careless errors in haste – so work carefully. 

Tip #1    Estimate to get a “ballpark” answer.  Tip #2    Do the reverse to check your answer. 

                46  ≈   50     

                25  ≈   30 

         +     14  ≈   10    

                ≈   90      Think: The answer should be 
close to 90 (actual = 85).        

                34       

+   22 

  56     Take the answer and subtract the last 
number: 56 – 22 = 34. They’re related!                        

 

 

Directions: Add and show work. Use some of the answers to solve the sentence. 

A group zebras can be called a _____________. 

Z.   
     21,909  
+   88,809        

  

G.   
     385  
+   868        

    

U.   
  $21.90  
  $10.25     
+  $3.75        

  

L.   
1,234 + 782 =  
 

    

L.   
38,974 + 146 =  
 

 

P.   
$1.95  
$1.25     

  + $3.75        

     

N.   
    14,772  

         +  3,337        

 

W.   
     999  

      +  111        

          

S.   
   101.96  

 +   856.06        
 

E.   
  0.347 + 0.738 =   

       

K.   
3.90 + 4 + 1.582 =     

    
 Remember: 4 = 4.0 

O.   
  $385,234  

       +  $6,868        

             

R.   
  385 + 334 + 1.8 =   

 

A.   
   3.5 + 0.99 + 7.5 =  

 

Z.   
  204,961  

+   763,047        

 

D.   
   $28.99 + $16.35 =   
    
   

 

        

$35.68 $45.34 11.99 968,008 110,718 39,120 1.085 1,229 

Fun Fact: One theory for zebra stripes is to deter blood-sucking tsetse flies and tabanid horseflies. In a controlled study, 
it was observed these insects were unattracted to the stripes and could not make a controlled landing on the animal.  

Name __________ 

Date __________ 

Remember 

Keep those 
columns 
straight and 
always line-up 
decimals. 
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make careless errors in haste – so work carefully. 

Tip #1    Estimate to get a “ballpark” answer.  Tip #2    Do the reverse to check your answer. 

                46  ≈   50     

                25  ≈   30 

         +     14  ≈   10    

                ≈   90      Think: The answer should be 
close to 90 (actual = 85).        

                34       

+   22 

  56     Take the answer and subtract the last 
number: 56 – 22 = 34. They’re related!                        

 

 

Directions: Add and show work. Use some of the answers to solve the sentence. 

A group zebras can be called a _____________. 

Z.   
     21,909  
+   88,809        

 110,718 

G.   
     385  
+   868        

   1,253 

U.   
  $21.90  
  $10.25     
+  $3.75        

 $35.90 

L.   
1,234 + 782 =  
 

   2,016 

L.   
38,974 + 146 =  
 

   39,120 

P.   
$1.95  
$1.25     

  + $3.75        

    $6.95 

N.   
    14,772  

         +  3,337        

         18,109 

W.   
     999  

      +  111        

         1,110 

S.   
   101.96  

 +   856.06        

  958.02 

E.   
  0.347 + 0.738 =   

        1.085 

K.   
3.90 + 4 + 1.582 =     

   9.482 
 Remember: 4 = 4.0 

O.   
  $385,234  

       +  $6,868        

            392,102 

R.   
  385 + 334 + 1.8 =   

   720.8 

A.   
   3.5 + 0.99 + 7.5 =  

11.99 

Z.   
  204,961  

+   763,047        

 968,008 

D.   
   $28.99 + $16.35 =   
    

     $45.34 

 
 

- D A Z Z L E - 

$35.68 $45.34 11.99 968,008 110,718 39,120 1.085 1,229 

Fun Fact: One theory for zebra stripes is to deter blood-sucking tsetse flies and tabanid horseflies. In a controlled study, 
it was observed these insects were unattracted to the stripes and could not make a controlled landing on the animal.  

Answer Key 

Remember 

Keep those 
columns 
straight and 
always line-up 
decimals. 


